CONGREGATION-LED MISSIONS OUTSIDE THE USA

KAIROS SCHOOL
CUIDAD VIEJA, ANTIGUA, GUATEMALA

July 9-16, 2019

Join with a group from the First Christian Church, Blue Springs, MO

Must have at least one adult for every two youth

Contact April Jones: April@fccbsmo.org  816.229.8400

http://www.fccbsmo.org/kairoschristianschool.html

El Higueral

El Higueral is a poor farming village in the mountains of El Salvador with which Saint Andrew has had a sister relationship since 1992. Our twice yearly visits are intended primarily to let the Salvadorans know they are remembered in our prayers and that we care about them. When a work project is proposed, our team joins in as fellow workers. We go primarily as learners, not teachers. We learn what it means to live in hope and faith and joy in the midst of poverty. We learn to get along with less of the material possessions we claim to be required for a good life. Team members inevitably report that the experience has changed the way they view the world.

Our next mission trip to El Higueral is February 19-27, 2019. If you are interested in going please contact the church office; 913.764.5888; office@sacchome.org.